Welcome to Mona School of Business and Management’s eNewsletter! In this issue we highlight the activities of the School during September 2020. During this period, the School made significant strides through a range of initiatives and programmes. As you read through this interactive issue of MSBM’s e-News, check the links for more information.

News Highlights

MSBM hosts Cruise Shipping Forum
As part of its advocacy role, on September 30, 2020 Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM) hosted a virtual Public Forum entitled ‘Cruise Shipping & Tours in the Caribbean: Pivoting for Success & Sustainable Growth’ which explored re-balancing of the relationship in favour of cruise lines making a bigger contribution to the Caribbean destinations. The Forum engaged over 160 participants. Read More

Applications Open for MSBM MBA Programme
Applications were opened at the end of September 2020 for the Doctorate in Business Administration (DBA) Programme at Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM). The Programme offers senior executives a professional Doctorate equivalent to a Doctor of Philosophy degree. The DBA prepares candidates to investigate business challenges and provide cutting-edge research-based solutions; DBA graduates emerge with enhanced critical thinking and decision making skills, making them strong leaders, well equipped to attain the highest levels of professional excellence. Read More

MSBM GLOSS Series
The Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM) GLOSS (Growth and Development Skills for Success) Series was introduced in September as a means of exposing all MSBM MSc students (new and returning) to sessions to enhance their personal development and life skills, complementing their formal academic programme content. These sessions will be held throughout each academic year. Read More

Student News
Management Studies Graduating Class of 1980 Bursary Recipients 2020
As part of the commemoration of their 40th Anniversary, the Management Studies Graduating Class of 1980, contributed two bursaries for undergraduate students of Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM) for the academic year 2020/21. The Bursaries were offered to two (2) students - Oshane Edwards and Tamarience Tavares - for two (2) years at a value of J$160,000 each year. Read More

JMMB/Joan Duncan Memorial Scholarship Recipients 2020
Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM) congratulates its graduate students who this year copped JMMB /Joan Duncan Memorial Scholarships. Read More

PSU Spotlight
The Professional Services Unit (PSU) of the Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM) /MSBM Consulting – our Management Consulting and Executive Education arm – continues to make strides...

PMI ATP Designation... The Management Institute has named Mona School of Business and Management an Authorized Training Partner (ATP). Read More

IBA Membership... The Mona School of Business and Management is now a member of the International Institute of Business Analysis (IBA) as part of the Academic Program. Read More

Inducing MSBM’s Appreciation Series™
A suite of one day courses offered each month to aid in your journey towards professional advancement. Read More

Staff Updates
MSBM FAREWELL: • Kischeuna Pincock MSBM wishes you all the best in your new endeavours.

MSBM Alumni
SPECIAL HONOUR: MSBM Alumni: • Raquel Airdie • Shane Gray Calling of MSBM Alumni → Follow MSBM Alumni →

MSBM Consulting™
MSBM Consulting™ is a division of Mona School of Business and Management (MSBM), also known as the Professional Services Unit (PSU) within the University of the West Indies (UWI). We provide management consultancy, executive education and training to private firms, NGOs and government agencies. Our services uplift people, spur productivity and profit; resolve problems, seize opportunities, implement solutions and innovate. Read More

Consulting
UWI Mona News
- Share our mission to The UWI Mona for students in need
The UWI and University of Malta sign MOU, marking historic solidarity in the Caribbean
The UWI and Open Society Foundations launch landmark MOU to deepen collaboration
UWI Global Giving receives US$50,000 to establish the Dr. Joyce & Leslie Silverman Endowment Fund

WANT MORE MSBM NEWS? KEEP UP WITH US FOR THE LATEST UPDATES: MSBM NEWS+ →
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Follow us on Facebook → MSBM follows us on Instagram →